The Joinville Campus is located 177 km (approx. 110 mi) north of Florianópolis, in Joinville, Santa Catarina.

Established in 2009 in the largest city of Santa Catarina, the campus aims to prepare highly qualified professionals to work on the development of vehicle systems.
Campus Unit

The Joinville Campus has a single unit situated at the Perini Business Park.
Degree Programs

UNDERGRADUATE

- Aerospace Engineering
- Automotive Engineering
- Infrastructure Engineering
- Interdisciplinary Program in Science and Technology
- Mechatronics Engineering
- Naval Engineering
- Railway and Subway Engineering
- Transportation and Logistics Engineering

GRADUATE

- Master’s in Electronic Systems Engineering
- Master’s in Mechanical Engineering and Science
Structure

• Campus Library

• University Restaurant

• Sports Court

• Test Track
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Estrutura

• Laboratories

Computer Laboratory

Electric Circuits and Electronics Laboratory
Faculty and Research Laboratories

See the list of Joinville Campus Faculty members:

http://joinville.ufsc.br/equipe/professores/

See the list of Joinville Campus Research Laboratories:

http://joinville.ufsc.br/laboratorios-de-pesquisa-e-extensao/
Joinville

Joinville is the largest city in Santa Catarina, with approximately 577 thousand inhabitants.

As a modern urban and industrial center that still retains traces of its European colonization, with flower gardens and half-timbered houses, the city manages to combine industrial potential with quality of life.

Photo retrieved from https://ocp.news/entretenimento/os-10-melhores-pontos-turisticos-de-joinville-segundo-o-tripadvisor
Joinville

Ranked the second best city to live in Brazil by IstoÉ magazine in 2015, Joinville hosts companies of various segments, including large multinationals, which generate employment and development for its people.

It is also due to its industrial development that Joinville has received the nickname “City of Bikes”, a reference to the means of transportation used by a large part of its workers.
Contact

Mail Address:
Universidade Federal
de Santa Catarina
Campus Joinville
R. Dona Francisca, 8300 – Bloco U
Zona Industrial Norte
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89.219-600

E-mail: secretariaexecutiva.jve@contato.ufsc.br
Website: joinville.ufsc.br
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